
 

ERA+ Integrated learning challenges 

Programme Bulgaria 

4 th to 8 th of October 2021( C4a-physical;C4b-virtual) 

Title :Traditions- Languages-connecting different people and cultures. 

  

 First day (4th October)  

10:30  An official welcome at 88th Dimiter Popnikolov School, presenting  the school by our 

students, who will be guides to different groups according to the spoken language. A welcome by 

the headteacher.(C4a and C4b) 

Presentation of the school and Bulgaria and a folklore programme by our students.(C4a and C4b) 

13:30 Lunch in a nearby restaurant 

15:30 Lessons in sports and Arts, Sport activities( competitions between the countries in a popular 

sport.), an Art lesson and and an exhibition on the project topics (in 2 groups)(C4a ) 

 

Second day (5th October) 

10:30- Presentation on the history and preparation of a traditional Bulgarian dish, called banitsa, 

presenting a lesson on Bulgarian tradition called ‘Sirni Zagovezni’.Spanish Easter traditions, 

presented by a video made by our students(C4a and C4b) 

11:30. Preforming’ Cinderella’ by our students ,followed by a lesson in our national dance called 

‘horo’(C4a and C4b) 

13:00  Lunch  

14:30- Visiting a Ethnographic museum and attending a workshop on traditions in groups(C4a ) 

15:30 Sightseeing walk (C4a ) 

 

 

Third day: (6tH October) 



10:30 Planting trees in the school yard for each country(C4a and C4b) 

11:00 Presenting  traditions and customs. The foreign teachers and students  make short 

presentations in front of our students with their traditions on the topics related to the project.  (C4a 

and C4b) 

Language workshops in different groups .Students from the different countries will be separated into 

small groups and discuss the presented traditions.Students  prepare comprehension questions and 

create kahoot games.(C4a and C4b) 

13:00 Lunch 

14:30 Lesson in Science (C4a and C4b) 

15:30 Preparing and cooking Banitsa with lucky charms(C4a and C4b) 

19:30 A farewell dinner in a folklore restaurant and a closing ceremony  

 

 Fourth day (7th October) 

:10:00-  Sightseeing in Sofia and its landmarks. Bulgarian students in the role of guides in English and  

Spanish, languages taught at our school.(C4a and C4b) 

 In the afternoon , project meeting ,plus evaluation of the week and its learning activities in the hotel 

conference room.(C4a and C4b) 

 

Fifth day: (8th October) 

10:00 Creating an article about the mobility.Students working in groups presenting the mobility with 

pictures and words .Etwinning diffusion of the results.(C4a and C4b) 

 

 


